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Liverpool fan mars victory after reducing Oldham player to tears 
Liverpool 5 Oldham Athletic 1 
The Luis Suarez affair may have taken Liverpool's relationship with the FA to 
breaking point, but their bond with the competition that carries the name of the 
focus of their anger remains intact. 
So sour has a previously benign affiliation between the FA and one of its foremost 
clubs become in the wake of Suarez's suspension that there were even 
suggestions, albeit far from widespread, that Liverpool should withdraw from the 
FA Cup. Kenny Dalglish, despite his chagrin, never so much as contemplated what 
would have been a foolishly extreme reaction to a situation that has long since 
spiralled out of control and his reward was progress to the fourth round of the 
tournament after Liverpool came from a goal down to record an ultimately 
emphatic victory overOldham Athletic. But in keeping with the controversy that 
continues to surround them, an otherwise straightforward win was marred by an 
incident in which Tom Adeyemi, the Oldham right back, appeared to be reduced 
to tears after a spat with a spectator on the Kop in the 75th minute. 
Given their recent poor record in the competition, an FA Cup tie was perhaps not 
the way Liverpool would have chosen to try to put their off-field problems behind 
them. Since winning the trophy in 2006, they had been past the fourth round on 
only one occasion, a run that also included a solitary win in their past seven ties. 
Perhaps the urgent need for Dalglish's Cup plans to come together would explain 
the decision for the ATeam theme tune to be played as the teams emerged 
before kick-off. 
Whatever the reason, it seemed to inspire Oldham more and had their finishing 
been more accurate during the opening exchanges then their chances of joining 
Barnsley, Reading and Northampton Town as Liverpool's most recent conquerors 
would have been enhanced significantly. 
Having changed his entire back four, Dalglish will have been perturbed at the 
manner in which Shefki Kuqi brushed aside token challenges from Sebastian 
Coates and Jamie Carragher before shooting into the side-netting. Had the 
journeyman forward looked up before taking aim at Pepe Reina's goal, he would 
have spotted Robbie Simpson in a far better position to score. 
Simpson demonstrated his ability to create opportunities for others with a 
perfectly flighted corner that picked out Adeyemi on the penalty spot, but despite 
having been left unmarked he was unable to take advantage of the chance. 
Liverpool, in response, struggled for cohesion and their opponents grew in 
confidence as a result. 
Oldham's belief was demonstrated in the most eye-catching manner when 
Simpson gave them the lead with the kind of wondrous strike that tends to be the 
stuff of FA Cup folklore. 
Afforded too much space on the edge of the Liverpool penalty area, the on-loan 
forward was picked out by Dean Furman with a precise throughball that he deftly 
turned into a leftfoot half-volley of such precision and power that Reina's dive 
was futile. At that point, with 28 minutes played, Oldham's challenge was to get 
through to half-time with their lead intact. The reality was that it lasted for only 
two minutes as Liverpool equalised with a goal that was as freakish as Oldham's 
had been sublime. 
Only Craig Bellamy will know if he was intending to divert Jonjo Shelvey's shot 
from the right-hand corner of the penalty area past Alex Cisak, 
the Oldham goalkeeper, with his midriff, but he succeeded and, in doing so, he 
tilted the balance of power, if not the scoreline, back in Liverpool's favour. 
Predictably, it was Steven Gerrard who gave them the advantage on the stroke of 
half-time, the Liverpool captain marking his first start since October with a 
perfectly taken penalty after Maxi Rodriguez had been bundled over by Adeyemi. 
Chasing the game clearly did not suit Oldham, who became increasingly stretched 
in the second half. Bellamy in particular flourished in the space afforded to him on 
the right flank, only for his rampaging forays to come to nothing as a result of his 
team-mates' failure to make the most of them. Kuyt and Rodriguez were both 
handed presentable opportunities only to be undermined by poor finishing and it 
was Martin Kelly, the defender, who came closest to increasing Liverpool's lead 
with a header from Gerrard's corner that Cisak somehow scrambled to safety. 
The threat from Bellamy was incessant, however, and it became a matter of 
when, not if, Liverpool would finally score again. It was left to Shelvey to ensure 
that the Welshman's good work was not wasted as he swept home a pull-back 
that demanded the kind of emphatic finish it received. 
Once victory was ensured, Andy Carroll was brought on as a substitute and the 
forward provided a reminder of why Liverpool paid [pounds sterling]35 million for 
him almost a year ago with a thunderous left-foot strike. With Stewart Downing 
adding a fifth, the scoreline was harsh on Oldham, but it gave Liverpool the 
positive end to a difficult week that they had been looking for. 
Liverpool (4-2-3-1): J M Reina - M Kelly, J Carragher, S Coates, F Aurelio (sub: J 
Flanagan, 71min) - J Spearing, S Gerrard - J Shelvey, C Bellamy (sub: S Downing, 
74), M Rodriguez - D Kuyt (sub: A Carroll, 87). Substitutes not used: M Doni, J 
Henderson, C Adam, M Skrtel. 
Oldham Athletic (4-4-1-1): A Cisak - T Adeyemi, J-Y Mvoto, A Diamond, K Lee - L 
Scapuzzi (sub: J Parker, 54), J Wesolowski (sub: F Morais, 74), D Furman, C Taylor - 
R Simpson (sub: M Smith, 74) - S Kuqi. Substitutes not used: D Bouzanis, J 
Tarkowski, P Black, A Mancini. Booked: Adeyemi. 
Referee: N Swarbrick. 
 

 

 
Gerrard on the spot to spark Liverpool rampage 
Liverpool 5 
Bellamy 30, Gerrard 45pen Shelvey 68, Carroll 89 Downing 90 
Oldham Athletic 1 
Simpson 28 
Shunning the FA Cup in protest at the eight-match ban handed to Luis Suarez was 
among the more ludicrous proposals put to Liverpool by indignant supporters. 
Mercifully it was given short shrift by the Anfield club and Kenny Dalglish's team 
as they ended another turbulent week by overcoming an 
obstinate Oldham Athletic to secure their place in the fourth round. 
The match brought the spotlight on strikers who are available to Liverpool, at last, 
as Craig Bellamy inspired a commanding comeback and Andy Carroll got on the 
scoresheet with an impressive finish. It was also marred, however, by the sight 
of Oldham's right-back, Tom Adeyemi, seemingly reduced to tears after an 
altercation with a supporter on the Kop. Team-mates, Liverpool captain Steven 
Gerrard and the referee took several minutes to calm the 20-year-old defender, 
who was clearly disturbed by the exchange. 
Before kick-off Liverpool paid a moving tribute to their former defender Gary 
Ablett, who died on New Year's Day after a long illness aged only 46. Applause for 
a man respected on both sides of the Merseyside divide commenced long before 
the referee Neil Swarbrick blew his whistle and his name was chanted long and 
loud by the Kop as Ablett's wife and children looked on from the Main Stand. 
Out on the field, Gerrard took his place in a Liverpool starting lineup for the first 
time since October but the early exchanges against Oldham did not bode well as 
Paul Dickov's side took the game to Liverpool and created the clearer first-half 
chances against a creaking home defence. The jeers that greeted the half-time 
whistle from the 6,100 away supporters encamped in the Anfield Road told of 
their own frustration at failing to depart with a deserved lead as the penalty 
decision that gave Liverpool the advantage. 
Oldham were the more enterprising, purposeful side long before Robbie Simpson 
swept them ahead in the 28th minute. The Latics drove forward in numbers and 
should have taken the lead with their first meaningful attack when Shefki Kuqi, 
the veteran bought to replace Andy Carroll at Newcastle United last season, 
forced his way past weak challenges from Sebastian Coates and Jamie Carragher 
only to shoot into the side-netting from a tight angle. Simpson, standing 
unmarked in front of an open goal to his left, had every right to remonstrate with 
an experienced striker who elected for glory. 
Liverpool, showing that few lessons had been learned from Yaya Toure's goal for 
Manchester City on Tuesday, left Adeyemi completely alone at a Simpson corner 
moments later and were reprieved as the right-back's header flashed inches over 
Jose Reina's top corner. A neat flick from Adeyemi teed up Chris Taylor for 
another good chance for Oldham and, with Anfield growing impatient at 
Liverpool's lethargic opening, the threatened breakthrough duly arrived. Dean 
Furman slipped a pass into Simpson standing 25 yards from goal. His first touch 
sent the ball up, no Liverpool defender came near, and the striker on loan from 
Huddersfield Town volleyed superbly beyond Reina with his left. 
Simpson raced the length of the pitch in celebration but Liverpool's response 
arrived before Oldham's wild celebrations had ceased. It was fortunate in the 
extreme. Jonjo Shelvey was the architect as he cut inside from the right and shot 
left-footed at Alex Cisak. The Oldham goalkeeper had it covered until the ball 
struck Bellamy on the chest and deflected into the unguarded side of his goal. 
With parity came a much-improved display from Dalglish's team and they quickly 
redressed the imbalance in chances created. Cisak saved well from Maxi 
Rodriguez, Shelvey stumbled when looking certain to convert the rebound and, 
having cleared into the back of the Argentinean, the Oldham keeper made 
amends by recovering to save Bellamy's header. 
Having delivered such a disciplined performance it pained Oldham to gift 
Liverpool a soft second goal on the stroke of half time, as Adeyemi leapt to clear a 
Gerrard cross into the visitors' area but went over the top of Rodriguez as he did 
so. 
Rodriguez slumped and the referee pointed to the spot, from where Gerrard 
obliged via the underside of the bar to put Liverpool in front. 
Liverpool 4-2-3-1 
Reina; Kelly, Carragher, Coates, Aurelio (Flanagan, 71); Gerrard, Spearing; Shelvey, 
Bellamy (Downing, 74), Rodriguez; Kuyt (Carroll, 87). 
Subs not used Doni, Henderson, Adam, Skrtel. 
Referee N Swarbrick. 
Oldham Athletic 4-4-1-1 
Cisak; Adeyemi (Sent off), Mvoto, Diamond, Lee; Scapuzzi (Parker, 54), 
Wesolowski (Morais, 74), Furman, Taylor; Simpson (Smith, 74); Kuqi. 
Subs not used Bouzanis, Tarkowski, Black, Mancini. 
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Carroll's late cameo caps easy passage 
Liverpool 5 
Oldham 1 
FINALLY a return to normality. After a week of having their every word scrutinised 
and criticised, Liverpool got back to doing what they are best known for -- winning 
matches. 
Though this victory over Oldham in the third round is unlikely to live long in the 
memory, it was exactly what Liverpool needed after one of the most controversial 
weeks in their recent history. 
While many neutrals would have been hoping for Oldham to pull off a shock in 
light of the affair surrounding Luis Suarez (below), the hosts -- after a brief scare -- 
breezed into the fourth-round draw thanks to goals from Craig Bellamy, Steven 
Gerrard, Jonjo Shelvey, Andy Carroll and Stewart Downing. 
As seven-time winners, Liverpool have a rich tradition in this competition yet 
since winning the Millennium Stadium's last final in 2006, they have struggled to 
make any kind of impact. 
Twice they have been victims of giant-killings -- Championship sides Barnsley 
(2008) and Reading (2010) sent them tumbling out at Anfield -- while they have 
not been beyond round three since winning at Preston in 2009. 
But Oldham, sitting 14th in League One and with only three wins away from 
Boundary Park all season, were expected to be routinely dismissed, especially as 
Kenny Dalglish selected a strong team. Though he made eight changes to the 11 
who were beaten by Manchester City three days earlier, his starting line-up 
contained eight full internationals and three Under 21 internationals, 
yet Oldham were not daunted. 
Opportunities like this only come up every so often and boss Paul Dickov had his 
team superbly prepared for their big night. They began without any sense of 
nervousness, passing the ball impressively. 
So it came as no surprise that Oldham had the first chance. Shefki Kuqi, a barrel-
chested centre forward with a lengthy list of previous employers, barged through 
on 10 minutes, brushing Sebastian Coates and Jamie Carragher to one side before 
firing into the side-netting. 
That should have provided a wake-up call for Liverpool but, moments 
later, Oldham should really have taken the lead when right back Tom Adeyemi 
rose unmarked in the penalty area at the Kop end but failed to guide his header 
on target. 
Every chance they fashioned increased their sense of belief and an impressive 
start got its reward when Robbie Simpson sent the 6,200 travelling fans into 
raptures with a quite superb goal, smashing a half-volley beyond Pepe Reina's 
despairing grasp from 25 yards. 
For a brief moment, the unthinkable for Liverpudlians started to become a 
possible. Nobody could disputeOldham deserved their lead and there have been 
occasions in the past when Liverpool have gone under after conceding the first 
goal in such a contest. 
Fortunately for Dalglish, parity was restored almost immediately. Shelvey tried his 
luck from an adventurous angle but his shot inadvertently became a cross as 
Bellamy intervened. 
Diving forward and glancing his head, the striker diverted Shelvey's cross past Alex 
Cisak and the cheer that greeted the equaliser was filled more with relief than joy. 
The effect of it, however, was two-fold, lifting Liverpool and deflating the visitors. 
The home side grabbed the lead on the stroke of half-time through a Gerrard 
penalty. Dickov was incensed that it looked a soft award but there was no doubt 
Adeyemi pushed Maxi Rodriguez over with a clumsy challenge. 
Having missed four penalties this season, there may have been some jitters on 
the Kop but Gerrard dispatched the resulting kick with utter confidence. 
Early in the second half, Dirk Kuyt almost made it three after fine work by Bellamy 
but the Dutchman was thwarted by a superb tackle from a covering tackle with 
the goal at his mercy. To their credit, Oldham tried to hang on and their defence 
held firm when Martin Kelly and Coates went close with headers just before the 
hour but eventually they cracked when Shelvey rifled in from eight yards after 
more good work by Bellamy. 
But controversy hit when Adeyemi took a throw-in and turned to confront a 
spectator in the crowd, looking close to tears. The game was stopped for a few 
minutes as Gerrard had a word with his opponent. 
Carroll then scored with a thumping left-foot drive from 20 yards before Downing 
added the fifth with a half-volley from six yards out. 
d.king@dailymail.co.uk 
MATCH FACTS 
LIVERPOOL (4-4-2): Reina 6; Kelly 6, Carragher 6, Coates 6, Aurelio 6 (Flanagan 
71min, 6); Rodriguez 6, Gerrard 8, Spearing 7, Shelvey 7; Kuyt 6 (Carroll 87), 
Bellamy 8 (Downing 75, 6). Subs not used: Doni, Skrtel, Henderson, Adam. 
Scorers: Bellamy 30, Gerrard (pen) 45, Shelvey 68, Carroll 89, Downing 90. 
OLDHAM ATHLETIC (4-4-2): Cisak 6; Lee 6, Mvoto 6, Diamond 7, Taylor 6; Adeyemi 
6, Wesolowski 7 (Morais 74, 6), Furman 6, Scapuzzi 6 (Parker 54, 6); Simpson 7 
(Smith 74, 6), Kuqi 7. Subs not used: Bouzanis, Black, Tarkowski, Mancini. Scorer: 
Simpson 28. 
Booked: Adeyemi. Man of the match: Craig Bellamy. Referee: Neil Swarbrick 7. 
Attendance: 44,556. 
 

 

 
 Furore overshadows convincing victory 
Liverpool 5 
Bellamy 30, Gerrard pen 45, Shelvey 68, Carroll 89, Downing 90 
Oldham Athletic 1 
Simpson 28 Att: 44,556 
There was only one report Liverpool expected, and wanted, to land on the 
Football Association's desk after last night's FA Cup tie. 
Instead of acknowledging the club's progress into round four, another incendiary 
document will be filed to the disciplinary headquarters, and also to Merseyside 
police. 
A supporter on The Kop ; for so long held as a pillar of footballing virtue and 
honour ; was alleged to have racially abused Oldham's 20;year;old defender Tom 
Adeyemi. The sight of the distraught young defender being calmed by Liverpool's 
captain Steven Gerrard ten minutes from the end of what became a routine home 
win seemed to make everything that had gone before, and which followed, 
insignificant. 
With the poisonous invective of what appeared a single culprit, shame was 
heaped on a club which currently seems unable to prevent itself being inflamed in 
its own gasoline. 
Thankfully there was no ambiguity from the club as they vowed an immediate 
investigation and co;operation with the police. Conclusions were inevitably drawn 
as Adeyemi gave his own statement to the police. 
They will need to build bridges worthy of Isambard Kingdom Brunel to re;establish 
a reputation that has taken a persistent battering. Chastised by the FA, 
condemned by neutral voices and not entirely convincing all their own supporters 
for their conduct over Suarez, now even the reputation of The Kop is threatened. 
Prior to then, it was Liverpool's intention to finally issue a statement that did not 
cause any upset. A 5;1 win over the League One having recovered from an early 
scare should have to brought a turbulent week to a satisfactory end. Instead, a 
fixture which was intended to be a fitting memorial to Gary Ablett, the former 
defender who died of cancer in midweek, was soured. Oldham too will feel soiled 
by their visit. 
They have been denied the chance to accept applause for a performance which 
Kenny Dalglish admitted deserved far more than heavy defeat. 
"The scoreline was a bit flattering," said Dalglish. "Oldham did themselves and 
their manager proud and created some threatening situations. Getting back as 
quickly as we did was a great help. It was important we gave players a run;out so 
there were a lot of positives but the scoreline did not reflect the distance 
between the teams." 
Friday night football will catch on at Anfield if the games are always as good as 
this, as for the second consecutive week Gerrard and Craig Bellamy turned a 
deficit into a comfortable victory. Bellamy's deflected effort cancelled out on;loan 
Huddersfield player Robbie Simpson's fantasy football opener, before Gerrard's 
penalty and gave Liverpool the platform they craved before half;time. 
Jonjo Shelvey's first senior goal for the club, and late substitutes Andy Carroll and 
substitute Stewart Downing gave the score the appearance of a rout, but it was 
never that easy. It was lethargic stuff from the home side at first and they were 
duly punished with a strike worthy of a Wembley final from Simpson on 28 
minutes. Back to goal, 25 yards out, he flicked the ball sideways before striking a 
sweet volley past Pepe Reina. 
The giant;killing dreams lasted barely a minute, as Liverpool arose from their 
slumber benefiting from a deflected Shelvey shot ; it hit Bellamy's chest ; and 
wrongfooted Oldham keeper Alex Cisak. A sense of normality was restored after 
Adeyemi collided with Rodriguez on half;time. From the penalty, Gerrard found 
the top corner. 
Hopes of an Oldham reprieve were scuppered on 68 minutes when Bellamy gifted 
Shelvey the third ; a simple thump in from six yards. Carroll and Downing put on 
the late gloss. It seemed the only message to the FA from Anfield was going to be 
the recording of a safe passage into the next round. The referee's observations 
following Adeyemi's complaints may suggest otherwise. 
Liverpool (4;4;2): Reina; Kelly, Carragher, Coates, Aurelio (Flanagan 71); Shelvey, 
Spearing, Gerrard, Maxi; Bellamy (Downing 74), Kuyt (Carroll 87). Subs: Doni, 
Henderson, Adam, Skrtel. 
Oldham (4;4;1;1): Cisak; Adeyemi, Diamond, Mvoto, Lee; Scapuzzi (Parker 54), 
Furman, Wesolowski (Morais 74), Taylor; Simpson (Smith 74), Kuqi. Subs: 
Bouzanis, Black, Tarkowski, Mancini. Booked: Adeyemi. 
Referee: N Swarbrick (Lancashire). 
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Bellamy ends Liverpool's early scare 
The FA Cup was where the affair began again for Kenny Dalglish. Flown home 
from a cruise in the Arabian Gulf to an England besieged by a bitter winter, he 
strode out at Old Trafford a year ago to take charge of Liverpool against 
Manchester United. 
That match was lost, this rather more memorable affair, was won 
after Oldham had given Liverpool a blow to the solar plexus from which the home 
side recovered well. It even featured a goal from Andy Carroll, a fine shot from 
the edge of the area, albeit delivered when the tie was palpably won 
and Oldham knew they were beaten. 
The fifth, from Stewart Downing, was even later and, for Oldham, all rather cruel. 
It was not a 5-1 performance. Most of the winning had been done by Craig 
Bellamy. Oldham's relief when he was withdrawn was palpable and the surprise 
was his crossing had not led to more than just Jonjo Shelvey's third goal. 
This time, fittingly, the deepest applause was reserved not for Luis Suarez, who 
was among a capacity crowd, but for Gary Ablett, whose death at the age of 46, 
was a reminder that, whatever happened to Suarez, life is infinitely crueller than 
football. Ablett was able to lift the FA Cup with both Liverpool and Everton, a feat 
that would take some repeating now. 
Since winning the FA Cup in a wildly fluctuating final against West Ham in 2006, 
Liverpool's record in the competition has been abysmal. In the six years since 
Steven Gerrard held the trophy aloft, the only current League side they had 
beaten was Preston, who are one place above Oldham in the game's third tier. 
Until Bellamy's intervention, Oldham had looked comfortably the better side, 
passing with a slickness and a confidence that belied the financial and footballing 
chasm between the two clubs. 
This season, Paul Dickov's side has performed better against League One's better 
teams and Anfield seemed to inspire them. 
The warnings had come early when Shefki Kuqi found the pace to muscle past first 
Sebastian Coates and then Jamie Carragher. Robbie Simpson was lurking 
unmarked by the penalty spot and a pass might have guaranteed a goal. Glory 
beckoned and Kuqi's shot swished into the side netting. Shortly afterwards, a 
free-header from Tom Adeyemi skimmed past the intersection of post and 
crossbar. 
Then came a goal that, whatever happened to them subsequently, would live long 
in Oldham's collective memory. Simpson, who like Adeyemi is on loan to a 
financially troubled club, took a short pass, looked up and delivered a left-foot 
shot from more than 20 yards that finished in the corner of Pepe Reina's net 
beneath the Kop. Simpson ran most of the length of the Anfield pitch and slid into 
the arms of his keeper, Alex Cisak. You could fully understand why. 
Nevertheless, watching from the sidelines, Dickov would have wanted rather 
more calm but the smoke from the fireworks among the 6,100 supporters who 
had travelled across Lancashire had barely cleared when Liverpool were level. 
Shelvey, cutting in from the right, let loose a shot that Bellamy flung himself at 
and deflected past a stranded and already-committed Cisak. It was either brilliant 
judgement or a slice of considerable fortune. What is certain is that the 
Welshman, a man not known for his innate modesty, would have almost certainly 
claimed it was the former. 
Thereafter, Liverpool had a measure of the game. Maxi Rodriguez forced one fine 
save and then charged down Cisak's clearance with almost disastrous 
consequences for Oldham. They were starting to slide and just before the interval 
they fell. Rodriguez was pushed in the box and Gerrard stepped up to take the 
penalty and shatter some dreams. 
Liverpool (4-2-3-1): Reina; Kelly, Coates, Carragher, Fabio Aurelio (Flanagan, 71); 
Gerrard, Spearing; Shelvey, Bellamy (Downing, 74), Rodriguez; Kuyt (Carroll, 87). 
Substitutes not used: Doni (g), Henderson, Adam, Skrtel. 
Oldham Athletic (4-4-1-1): Cisak; Adeyemi, Mvoto, Diamond, Lee; Scapuzzi 
(Parker, 54), Wesolowski (Morais, 74), Furman, Taylor; Simpson (Smith, 74); Kuqi. 
Substitutes not used: Bouzanis (g), Tarkowski, Black, Mancini. 
Referee: N Swarbrick (Lancashire). 
 

 

 
BACK IN THE OLD ROUTINE 
HOW fitting that Anfield was treated to this old-fashioned cup cracker, as the 
focus at Liverpool finally returned to football. 
Oldham threatened a huge FA Cup shock as they led with a stunning goal on a 
pulsating night. 
And even though they were eventually denied by the greater experience and 
energy of a side stuffed full of internationals, they did immense credit to this most 
famous and historic of competitions. 
In the end, the quality of Liverpool skipper Steven Gerrard and his effervescent 
man-of-thematch sidekick Craig Bellamy was too much for the League One side, 
but they will remember their night in the limelight for a long time, thanks to a 
glorious opening goal from Robbie Simpson. 
The striker is on loan at Oldham because he can't get near the Huddersfield side, 
but he showed incredible energy and spirit with a fine individual performance to 
match the team effort of his plucky side. 
His goal just before the half hour will go down in the annals of the cup and it was 
unfortunate the visitors could not hold out longer. 
If Oldham's hopes were raised by the home side making eight changes from their 
midweek defeat by Manchester City, then the sight of Gerrard and seven other 
full internationals on the Liverpool team-sheet suggested otherwise. 
Not that anyone had apparently told Oldham of the usual script these days of 
plucky underdogs being savaged by the big beasts. 
Indeed, it was a remarkable performance from the League One side. Liverpool 
cannot say they were not warned either, because Paul Dickov's plucky team 
created three chances before their fourth produced, for a short while, a FA Cup 
shock in the making. 
As early as the 10th minute, Shefki Kuqi bulldozed his way through challenges 
from Sebastian Coates and Jamie Carragher to find himself in front of goal, but he 
blazed his shot wide when he probably should have scored. 
Soon after, Oldham defender Tom Adeyemi, on-loan from Norwich, flew into the 
box unchallenged to get on the end of Simpson's corner - and how his header 
didn't go in is a mystery. 
Simpson was a dynamic presence in the Oldham side all evening and he combined 
with the young rightback to find himself in front of goal on 23 minutes, only to toe 
poke his right-foot shot wide when - as he illustrated soon after - his left was 
clearly a better option. 
The striker did rather better with his next chance after 28 minutes. 
There seemed little danger when he turned on to a gentle midfield ball from 
James Wesolowski, but Liverpool backed off too far and he smashed the bouncing 
ball into the far corner from 30 yards. 
Sadly for Oldham, their fairytale lead did not last long. Mind you, it was some goal 
from the livewire Bellamy. 
As Jonjo Shelvey took the ball on the left and cut inside to shoot, Bellamy 
somehow stooped to get his head on to the ball and divert it into the corner. 
Oldham refused to submit and pushed themselves forward yet more, but on the 
stroke of half-time their dream died when Liverpool claimed a soft penalty after 
Maxi went down under Adeyemi's push from Gerrard's cross. 
With four Liverpool players having missed from the spot this season, it was no 
surprise to see Gerrard taking responsibility and he smashed the spot kick into the 
roof of the net via the bar to ease Anfield nerves. Shelvey finally ended the 
spirited resistance with a fine finish from Bellamy's cross on 68 minutes. 
Adeyemi appeared to be the victim of an unsavoury incident late on. He was 
taking a throw-in then turned to confront a spectator in the front few rows. He 
looked close to tears and the game was stopped for a few minutes. Gerrard went 
over and put his arm around the youngster. 
Liverpool added a more emphatic look to the scoreline when Andy Carroll 
emerged as a late substitute and scored his first-ever goal in front of the Kop end, 
with a fabulous left-foot finish in the final minute. And Stewart Downing scored 
his first goal for the club in stoppage time. 
LIVERPOOL: Reina, Aurelio (Flanagan 71), Carragher, Kelly, Gerrard, Maxi, 
Spearing, Shelvey, Kuyt (Carroll 87), Bellamy (Downing 74) 
OLDHAM: Cisak, Mvoto, Diamond, Wesolowski (Morais 74), Furman, Adeyemi, 
Taylor, Lee, Simpson (Smith 74), Scapuzzi (Parker 54), Kuqi 
ATT: 44,556 REF: N Swarbrick 
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HOW galling that such an emphatic victory should be overshadowed by events off 
the pitch. 
Liverpool FC became the first club to book their place in the fourth round of the 
FA Cup last night as they marked the first anniversary of Kenny Dalglish’s 
appointment with a demolition of Oldham Athletic. 
It should have been a night to talk about the mercurial talents of the outstanding 
Craig Bellamy and a captain’s performance from Steven Gerrard, who got a hugely 
beneficial 90 minutes under his belt. 
It should have been a night to talk about the end of Andy Carroll’s goal drought 
and a first Liverpool strike for Stewart Downing. Yet sadly all the talk surrounded 
what caused Oldham’s Tom Adeyemi to break down in tears after an altercation 
with fans in the Kop 10 minutes from time 
Why was the defender so upset that he had to be consoled by Gerrard? An 
investigation by both the club and Merseyside Police is under way. 
After a week when Liverpool sought to put the bitter fallout from the Luis Suarez-
Patrice Evra race row behind them, this was the last thing anyone connected with 
the club needed. 
On the pitch the Reds recovered from an early fright to secure their first win in 
the FA Cup for three years. 
Goals from Craig Bellamy and Gerrard ensured they were in front at the break and 
in the second half Jonjo Shelvey, Carroll and Downing rammed home their 
superiority. 
Before kick-off there was emotional tribute to Gary Ablett in the form of a 
minute’s applause and the former Liverpool’s defender family was among a 
capacity crowd. 
Dalglish utilised the depth in his squad with Pepe Reina, Dirk Kuyt and Jay 
Spearing the only survivors from the Reds’ chastening 3-0 defeat at Manchester 
City. 
Jamie Carragher returned for his first start since the Carling Cup tie against 
Chelsea nearly six weeks ago to be part of a completely changed back four. 
Central defensive partner Sebastian Coates and Martin Kelly hadn’t kicked a ball 
in anger since that victory at Stamford Bridge, while there was a first appearance 
of the season for Fabio Aurelio at left-back. 
That lack of game time showed early on with Oldham finding space far too easily 
during a lacklustre opening half hour from Dalglish’s side. 
Working tirelessly to close down the Reds and win back possession, the Latics 
showed the greater desire and the hosts were fortunate it remained goalless for 
so long. 
Shefki Kuqi has had more clubs than Jack Nicklaus and at the age of 35 can hardly 
be described as mobile. Yet somehow the Finland international bulldozed his way 
through both Coates and Carragher before lashing a shot into the side-netting. 
There was another major let-off soon after when Adeyemi sent a free header 
from Robbie Simpson’s corner just past the post. Chris Taylor toe poked wide 
after a neat one-two with Adeyemi but eventually the Reds’ luck ran out. 
Simpson was allowed to turn 25 yards out and unleashed an unstoppable 
piledriver past Reina. The striker who is on loan from Huddersfield raced the 
length of the field to celebrate in front of Oldham’s delirious 6,000 fans.  
It was the stuff dreams are made of but inside two minutes later the party in the 
away end was brought to an abrupt halt. 
Shelvey cut inside off the right and his shot took a wicked deflection off Craig 
Bellamy to leave keeper Alex Cisak helpless. 
Prior to that the Reds had barely threatened but having been stung into life they 
were suddenly transformed. They began to carve the League One outfit open 
almost at will with Bellamy acting as the chief tormentor. 
After the Welshman’s cross had caused panic, Maxi Rodriguez was denied by 
Cisak’s parry. The rebound fell kindly for Shelvey but he slipped and the chance 
went begging. 
There was a greater sense of urgency about the Reds with Rodriguez charging 
down Cisak’s clearance, only for the keeper to recover in time to claim Bellamy’s 
header. 
Just before the break Liverpool were in front. Gerrard provided the quality from 
the right and Rodriguez was senselessly shoved in the back by Adeyemi. 
The Reds had missed four of their five spot-kicks this season but this time the 
skipper took responsibility and nailed it into the top corner. 
In truth the second half was a procession with the only question how long it 
would take the hosts to kill off the tie. 
Bellamy should have done it when he latched on to Kuyt’s flick but with Cisak to 
beat he lashed his shot over. 
Kuyt was then thwarted by a last-ditch block from Reds fan Zander Diamond 
whose last visit to Anfield involved him paying to go on the stadium tour. 
Kelly’s header was brilliantly kept out by Cisak before Coates nodded over. But it 
was hardly vintage stuff with the pressure being relieved at regular intervals by 
plenty of stray passes. 
Oldham had one opportunity to get back on level terms but Adeyemi fluffed it as 
he blazed high and wide. 
In the 68th minute Liverpool were out of sight. Bellamy burst clear down the right  

 

 
and Shelvey ensured his cross got the finish it deserved. 
Jon Flanagan, Downing and Carroll were all introduced and the Reds finished in 
style. 
Carroll had only been on the pitch two minutes when he met Flanagan’s cross 
with a fierce 20-yard drive into the bottom corner. 
It was his first goal at Anfield this season and the end of a drought stretching back 
to the game at West Brom in late October. 
The big frontman should have a second seconds later but somehow nodded over 
from six yards. 
Deep into stoppage time the rout was complete. Cisak parried away a shot from 
Flanagan but Downing coolly slotted home the rebound. 
LIVERPOOL (4-4-2) Reina, Kelly, Carragher, Coates, Aurelio (Flanagan 71), Shelvey, 
Gerrard ©, Spearing, Maxi, Bellamy (Downing 75), Kuyt (Carroll 87).  Not used: 
Doni, Henderson, Adam, Skrtel. 
Goals: Bellamy (30) Gerrard (45) Shelvey (68) Carroll (89) Downing (90+) 
OLDHAM (4-4-2) Cisak, Adeyemi, Yves Mvoto, Diamond, Lee, Taylor, Wesolowksi 
(Morais 74), Furman ©, Scapuzzi (Parker 54), Simpson (Smith 74), Kuqi. Not used: 
Bouzanis, Tarkowski, Black Mancini. 
Goals: Simpson (28) 
Cautions: Adeyemi 
Att: 44, 556 
Referee: Neil Swarbrick 
 

 
LIVERPOOL 5, OLDHAM ATHLETIC 1  
ATHLETIC succumbed to a harsh 5-1 loss at Liverpool’s hands – but it was anything 
but a defeat in disgrace.  
The visitors trailed by one at the interval. After Robbie Simpson’s superb 20-yard 
opener had seared past a helpless Pepe Reina, Craig Bellamy’s fortunate 
deflection to a Jonjo Shelvey shot and a Steven Gerrard penalty on the stroke of 
half-time – given for a push by Tom Adeyemi – handed Kenny Dalglish’s men the 
advantage.  
Athletic, though, had forged three other good scoring chances in the opening half 
prior to Liverpool’s resurgence.  
Shefki Kuqi hit the side-netting when well placed, Adeyemi’s header from a 
Simpson corner flashed narrowly wide and Chris Taylor’s one-two ended with him 
poking a shot off target inside the box.  
Paul Dickov’s men were in fact the more potent side in the first 45 minutes.  
And they almost levelled soon after the break when Simpson’s effort from range 
deflected over the crossbar.  
Bellamy was an increasingly menacing presence on the right wing and his crosses 
provided problems aplenty – before Adeyemi hit one well over the crossbar with 
his left foot when well-placed.  
Liverpool, though, soon started to dominate.  
Shelvey converted a Bellamy cross for the third, while the fourth was added by 
substitute Andy Carroll, hammering home first-time from 20 yards out with two 
minutes left on the clock.  
Stewart Downing made it five in injury time, finding the roof of the net after 
Steven Gerrard’s shot was parried out to him by Cisak. 


